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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION y p, ,1 ()

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
''

.

;,

, m ." -, e .u
In the Matter of ) ;

)
SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION ) Docket No. 40-8027-EA
and GENERAL ATOMICS )

)
(Sequoyah Facility in ) February 17, 1994
Gore, Oklahoma) )

GENERAL ATOMICS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION
OR FOR AN ORDER OF DIBMISSAL

Pursuant to Nuclear Regulatory Commission Rule of Practice

S 2.749, General Atomics hereby moves for an order granting summary
:

disposition in its favor on all matters involved in this proceeding
.

1

or for an order of dismissal.
.

AS GROUNDS for its motion for summary disposition, General

Atomics submits the following:

1. For the purpose of granting this motion, it is not

necessary for the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (" Board") to
determine certain material facts as to which there is no genuine ,

issue and which are set forth in the Annex attached hereto. i

2. The statutes upon which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

("NRC") relied in its Order of October 15, 1993, do not authorize r

1

it to either assert jurisdiction over General Atomics in this

matter or to impose upon General Atomics the non-civil penalty
financial liability which is claimed.

.
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3. Congress never intended to delegate to the NRC the i

authority which it now seeks to assert over General Atomics.

4. By their own terms, the NRC's regulations do not apply, to i
!

General Atomics, and to any extent that they appear to apply, the

regulations are void, since they cannot confer any greater

authority than that granted by Congress.

5. The attempt by the NRC to stretch its jurisdiction far
;

enough to encompass a non-licensee in these circumstances is i

t
arbitrary and so unreasonable as to be unlawful, even if it were ,

not obviously beyond the NRC's authority. f

6. In its October 15, 1993 Order (the " October 15 Order"),
,

t

the NRC has otherwise failed to plead or assert a legally |
i

cognizable claim against General Atomics.

7. The NRC has admitted that General Atomics is not legally ;

i
cbligated to provide assurance of the decommissioning and

remediation costs of the Gore, Oklahoma facility operated by |
t

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (the " Licensee"). The NRC is thus !

!
estopped from seeking to compel such assurance and General Atomics

should not now be forced to defend against the allega'tions
|

contained in the NRC's October 15, 1993 Order.
t

8. In its Order of October 15, 1993, the NRC made numerous I

allegations about the purported reliance by members of the NRC on

certain verbal and written statements by the Chairman of General
r

Atomics. Since they have personal knowledge of disputed

evidentiary facts, each of the individual NRC Commissioners are

material witnesses in the matter in controversy. Under such

2
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circumstances, each of the Commissioners must be disqualified and !
!

a decision must be rendered in favor- of General- Atomics, j

Otherwise, General Atomics will be required to contest the October
,

i

15, 1993 Order before this Board and ultimately before the same >

Commissioners who are material witnesses, thereby depriving it of

procedural due process rights guaranteed by the Constitution and

the Administrative Procedure Act. ,

9. T'.1e NRC's own Rule of Practice 9 2.720(h) (1) prohibits ;

:

the issuance of a subpoena requiring the attendance and-testimony '

of the same members of the NRC who are alleged to have reasonably ;

relied upon statements made by the Chairman of General Atomics.

The testimony of the Commissioners is essential to the adjudication i

;

of the issues raised by the October 15 Order. If General Atomics [

is barred from obtaining such evidence, it will necessarily be .;

i

deprived of procedural due process rights guaranteed by the i

Constitution, the Administrative Procedure Act, and Secton 2.718 of-
,

the NRC's own Rules of Practice. |
i

10. The actions of the NRC strongly suggest that it has

prejudged the contested matters raised by the October 15 Order. To. I

require General Atomics to contest the NRC assertions further <

before th6 NRC itself or in this or any other administrative forum
;

which is inferior to the NRC would be to deprive General Atomics of

the fairness traditionally associated with any form of judicial |

process and violate due process rights that are - guaranteed to

General Atomics under the Constitution.

.
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IN THE ALTERNATIVE, and pursuant to Rule of Practice S 2.730, |

|:
'

| General Atomics moves for an order by the presiding officer of the

Board dismissing the claims against General Atomics which are i
,

contained in the NRC's Order of October 15, 1993.
!
'AS GROUNDS for its motion for an order of dismissal, General'

|
i

Atomics reasserts the grounds set forth above and in addition, |
:

submits the following: '|
t

1. In its October 15 Order (p. 21), the NRC allege.s that

General Atomics is responsible for the Gecommissioning and related

costs of the Licensee because it " exercised and exercises sig facto j
I

control over the day-to-day business of" the Licensee. The NRC has |
1

not, and cannot cite a statute or a controlling opinion of a court

of law that establishes a "sle facto control" doctrine for the

definition of the NRC's jurisdiction. Even if such a doctrine did

exist, it could not be relied upon in this proceeding for the kind

of relief that the NRC seeks. The NRC has, therefore, failed to

state a legally cognizable claim against General Atomics and it can

prove no set of facts that would entitle it to impose the non-civil

penalty financial liability upon General Atomics which it seeks

here. j

'l

2. When pressed by the Board at the January 19, 1994

|

Prehearing Conference to more clearly state the NRC's theory of the

case, Staff Counsel for the NRC stated that the theory is "more

akin to the common law, corporation / contract, sometimes tort action

involving parent-subsidiary relationships where a claimant attempts

to pierce the corporate veil between the subsidiary and the parent
.

4
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" The NRC has not, and cannot cite a statute or a-
. . ..

controlling opinion of a court of law that vests . the NRC with

jurisdiction to make such claims against non-licensees based upon

the common law doctrine of a state that has not even been

identified. Nor has the NRC even alleged any of the factors that

must be present for the formal differences between affiliated ,

corporations to be disregarded. The NRC has failed, therefore, to

state a legally cognizable claim against General Atomics and it can

prove no set of facts that would entitle it to impose the non-civil !

penalty financial liability upon General Atomics which it seeks
,

here.

3. At the Prehearing Conference on January 19, 1994, Staff
,

Counsel for the NRC agreed that the NRC has the burden to prove

Ithose claims against General Atomics which are set forth in the
.i

October 15 Order. Staff Counsel further advised the Board that the

NRC's " theory [of the case] can be developing upon facts that are

Having already issued a Demand forlater discovered "
. . ..

,

Information to which General Atomics responded, the NRC is now
I

improperly attempting to use the October 15 Order as a fishing

expedition for any facts upon which it might somehow base some

claim. General Atomics must not be required to defend itself

against insufficient and conclusory allegations of facts which have

not even been discovered, and which if true, would not support a

legally cognizable claim against it.

4. At the Prehearing conference, Staff Counsel for the.NRC

further stated (a) that the October 15 Order is not based on and
-

.

i5
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the NRC does not allege deliberate misconduct by General Atomics; f
'

!

(b) that the NRC's claim against General Atomics is not based upon '

"a contractual obligation or legal duty it has to Sequoyah Fuels |
|
'

Corporation or to the agency, which may flow from, among other

things, the conoission's purported reliance upon representations

made by GA," (see pp. 3-4 of the Board's January 13, 1994 !

,

'

Memorandum Posing Matters for Consideration at Prehearing

Conference); and (c) that.the Staff does not intend to pursue any
k

quasi-contract " theory of the case" which is baced on allegations t '

of reliance. All claims against General I.tomics which are .

;

expressly or implicitly based on these two grounds must, therefore, .

be dismissed in order to prevent ur,necessary and costly discovery
;

on matters that are not relevant to the controversy.
!*

!
;

.

GENERAL ATOMICS RESPECTFULLY REQUESTS ORAL ARGUMENT ON

THESE MOTIONS PURSUANT TO RULE OF PRACTICE 5 2.730(d). !
,

!
,

, .

Respectfully submitted,
- 'f

h~~ . . - -

By N
/ Of Counsel

Stephen M. Duncan
Bradfute W. Davenport, Jr.

|
MAYS & VALENTINE
110 South Union Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

ATTORNEYS FOR GENERAL ATOMICS

February 17, 1994
..
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ANNEX "A" i

'|

'|

MATERIAL FACTS AS TO WHICH |
THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE j

.1

For the purpose of its Motion for Summary Disposition or for-
,

an Order of Dismissal, General Atomics contends that there is no

-l
genuine issue as to the following material facts: !

j

1. Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (the " Licensee") is the holder
'

.I

of Source Material License No. SUB-1010 (the " License") issued - 1

I

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") pursuant to 10 j

C.F.R. Part 40. The License authorized the Licensee to

possess and use source material in the production of uranium

hexafluoride (UF ) and &pleted uranium tetrafluoride (DUF ) .6 4
;

The License for UF Production was originally issued on )6

February 20, 1970 by the Atomic Energy Commission.

2. Sequoyah Fuels Corporation is the sole licensee named in
I

the License.

3. For several years, and until July 6, 1993, the Licensee

engaged in the activities described above at its facility in
,

Gore, Oklahoma (the "Sequoyah Facility").

4. General Atomics is not now and has never been a licensee

of the NRC in connection with the Sequoyah Facility.

5. General Atomics is not engaged in licensed activities and |
|

it does not possess licensed or other NRC regulated materials .;

in connection with the Sequoyah Facility. )

6. On June 20, 1988, Sequoyah Holding Corporation' ("SHC")

1
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was incorporated in the State of Delaware. SHC wan, and is a |

wholly-owned subsidiary of General Atomics. From June 30, ;

1988 to January 28, 1992, Reau Graves, Jr. (" Graves") served |

i

as Chairman of SHC. ;
f

7. On July 7 and August 2, 1988, meetings were held between f
the NRC Staff and representatives of General Atomics to

Idiscuss the consent of the NRC to the transfer of control of

the Licensee from Kerr-McGee Corporation ("Kerr-McGee") to
!

SHC, a subsidiary of General Atomics, and of the license |
'

amendment application of the Licensee to reflect a change in ;

'

ownership. As part of its review of the situation, the NRC

Staff performed a financial review of the proposed transfer of

ownership to determine whether the change would affect the

financial resources of the Licansee for safely operating the

plant and for future decommissioning of the Scquoyah Facility -

The review concluded that "the proposed transfer of ownership

iwill not impair [the Licensee's). ability to perform
|

decommissioning and reclamation activities or to safely
.

(Sef the October 27, 1988 internal NRCoperate the plant." e

Memorandum of W. Scott Pennington, attached hereto as Appendix

1).
8. On or shortly after September 19, 1988, Robert S. Wood of

t N- NRC Staff fortorded an internal NRC Memorandum to Leland |

C. Rouse of the NRC Staff. A copy of that memorandum is

attached hereto as Appendix 2.

9. On or shortly after October 18, 1988, Graves forwarded a
- )

2

|
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le~ tr to Rouse. A copy of that letter is attached hereto as

Appendix 3 and to the Affidavit of Graves. That letter.

formally requested that the NRC provide its advance consent to
1

the transfer of control of Sequoyah Fuels Corporation, then a |,

wholly-owned subsidiary of Kerr-McGee, to SHC. In that

letter, SHC also requested that the NRC confirm that, through j
an amendment to Chapter 7.5 of the License, "Kerr-McGee will

i

be released from its obligation to provide the NRC assurance '

of proper decommissioning and reclamation of the Sequoyah !

Facility." (Letter from Graves to Rouse, at page 3). This
;

amendment, along with several other revisions to the License, |
t

was reflected in SHC's application for amendment of the

License, which was also dated October 18, 1988. j

10. Sometime prior to the filing of his October 18, _1988

letter, Graves had met with representatives of the NRC in the |
'

i

Washington, D.C. area to discuss the acquisition of Sequoyah
'

Fuels Corporation by SHC. They specifically discussed the

question of whether or not the NRC would require a guarantee
.

i
by General Atomics of decommissioning costs. At the time, ;

Graves was familiar with the guarantee of those costs that had
'

been required of Kerr-McGee. If a guarantee had been required :

of General Atomics, the acquisition would not have taken
!

place. (See the Affidavit of J. Neal Blue.) I

11. By letter to Graves dated October 27, 1988, the NRC
.

approved the transfer of control of Sequoyah Fuels Corporation '

from Kerr-McGee to SHC. A copy of that letter is attached
.

3
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hereto as Appendix 4 and to Graves' Affidavit. By letter

dated October 28, 1988, the NRC also approved the proposed j
~

amendments to the License, including the revisions to Chapter-
,

7.5 which effected the release of Kerr-McGee. The revisions
,

to Chapter 7.5 approved by the NRC did not substitute General '

Atomics for Kerr-McGee and did not in any way impose an .

:

obligation on General Atomics that was similar to the one from
:

which Kerr-McGee was being released. Moreover, no other |

conditions were placed upon the License which created any such -

obligation on the part of General Atomics.

12. On November 4 ,, 1988, SHC purchased Sequoyah Fuels
:

Corporation from Kerr-McGee.

13. On August 29, 1989, New Sequoyah Fuels Corporation i

|
("NSFC") was incorporated in Delaware as a wholly-owned -|
subsidiary of Sequoyah Fuels Corporation. |

14. On December 29, 1989, the NRC amended the Sequoyah

license to authorize a change in the Licensee's name to NSFC,
!

the incorporation of NSFC, and a transfer of assets to NSFC.
,

IOn December 31, 1989, Sequoyah Fuels Corporation and NSFC

entered into a Transfer Agreement in which Sequoyah Feels
Corporation transferred its assets and ongoing business

(excluding certain farm-related business and assets and

certain conversion contracts with international customers) to i
i

NSFC.

16. On March 26, 1990, the NRC amended the Sequoyah license

to authorize the change of the Licensee's name from NSFC to
.

4
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"Sequoyah Fuels Corporation." The former Sequoyah Fuels 'I
!

Corporation changed its name to "Sequoyah Fuels International

Corporation" ("SFIC"). |
!

16. Sequoyah Fuels Corporation is now a wholly-owned

subsidiary of SFIC. 17IC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of _j

Sequoyah Holding Corporation ("SHC"). SHC is a wholly-owned

subsidiary of General Atomics. General Atomics is a third- I

tier parent company of Sequoyah Faels Corporation.
i

17. On or shortly after March 27, 1992, Samuel J. Chilk, the |
|

Secretary of the NRC forwarded to James M. Taylor,. Executive
1

Director of Operations, an internal NRC Memorandum. A copy of ]
.

1
that memorandum is attached as Appendix 5. '

18. On or shortly after May 6,1992, Richard E. Cunningham of

the NRC Staff, forwarded a letter to James J. Sheppard of the

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation. A copy of that letter is attached :

I
as Appendix 6. |J

'l
19. The proposed contract referred to in Appendix 5 was never -j

entered into (See the Affidavit of J. Neal Blue).

|

.
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DOCKET NO: 40-6027

LICENSEE: Sequoyah Fuels Cbrpo. ration

FACILITY: Secucyah Facility ,

Gore, Oklahorna '

$UBJECT: NRC STAFF ASSESSMENT OF ACQUISITION OF SEQUOYAH FUELS .

CORPORATION BY SEQUOYAH NOLDING CORPORATION

Backgrou_nd |
1

Sequoyah fuels Corporation (SFC)ium hexafluoride red 0ction activities.is an NRC licensee engaged in uranium
hexafluoride production and uran All *

-

STC stock is held by Kerr-McGeeiCorporation.
;

Heetings were held between NRC itaff and representatives of General Atomics and
the firm's legal counsel, Winthrop, Stimson, Putmanc and Roberts, en July 7 and
August 2, 1988. During the Aug6st 2,1988, meeting and by letter dated !

September 16, 1988, draft copies of the letter requestin2 NRC consent to the
transfer of control of SFC from|Kerr-McGee Corporation to $equoyah Holding
Corporation a subsidiary of Geperal Atomics, and of the license amendswnt
application to reflect a change!in ownership and corporate oversight were .

provided for staff coment. Byiletter dated October 7.1988. staff provided
General Atomics counsel with ad5 tional topics to be addressed in the letter11

and coments for the license amendment application. By separate letters dated -

October 18. 1988, Seouoyah Holding Corporation formally requested NRC consent
for the transfer of control of $FC and an amendment to the license. The
transfer of control of SFC would be effected by a transfer of stock ownership.

i :

Staff's review of the request 1 r consent was conducted pursuant to
9

,

recuirements in 10 CFR 40.46 totensure there would be no adverse impact on the
public health and safety or coegon defense and security as a result of the
transfer of control of SFC. A separste evaluation is being prepared for the
amenda:ent application. !

In support of the consent review, staff performed a financial review to
determine whether the proposed (hange in SFC ownership will affect the financial
resources of SFC for safely operating the plant and for future decomissioning
of the Gore facility. Financial infomation for this reYiew Was provided in
the draft documents submitted a4 the August 2,1988, meeting, by telefax on
August 25, 1988, and telephonically on August 29, 1988.

1

,
I .

I
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. $squoyah Fuels | Corporation 2 E

Disc _ussion
: '

Subject to NRC consent and the issuance of an amendment to the license,
Sequoyah Holding Corporation (Purchassr) has agreed to purchase SFC from
Kerr-McGee Corporation, the current holder of SFC stock. The purchase includes ,

acquisition of the uranium hexafluoride production and reduction facilities
near Gore. Oklahoma, as well es ranches near the plant. The Purchaser will not
acquire the Cimarron facility, the Wyoming properties, and other properties
previously owned by SFC.

Sequoyah Holding Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of General Atomics
which is itself a wholly-owned subsidiary of General Atomics Technologies
Corporation. General Atomics is a corporation that engages in ccmercial
research and development in the areas of nuclear energy and defense aroducts.
Sequoyah Holding Corporation is not owned, controlled, or dominated )y an
alien, a foreign corporation, or foreign government.

SFC will remain as a separate i:orporate entity. The purchaser has stated that
(a) it will install a new board of directors for SFC, (b) the new President of
SFC is currently an employee o General Atomics and will be located at the
facility, (c) the principal of icers of SFC will be changed, and (d) the current
oversight and audit responsibfiities of the Kerr-McGee corporate staff will be
assumed by the General Atomicsicorporate staff.

,

The transfer of control of the!)icense requires an amendment to the license.
An amendment application was sbbmitted to reflect a change in SFC ownership and
corporate oversight. The proposed change in control is effected by a change in i

,

SFC ownership through a purchaje of stock. There will be no changes in the '

current license conditions affecting health and safety requirements or plant
There ere no major changes in onsite management and operatingoperations.

personnel.

A financial review to determine whether the proposed acquisition will affect
SFC's financial reseurces to clierate and decomission the Gore facilities
has been conducted by Robert Vded. Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. The

by the license and how such ac(tivities would be affected by the proposedfinancial analysis evaluated S C's ability to perfonn the activities authorized
transfer of nwnership of SFC from Kerr-McGee Corporation to Sequoya 1 Holding
Corporation. The review concidded that the proposed transfer of ownership will
not impair SFC's ability to pedform decomissioning and reclamation activities

,

'

or to safely operate the plant /

Regarding the staff's additiona|1 topics provided to General Atomics' counsel by
-

letter dated October 7,1988, the Purchaser has addressed each topic and
,

provided the following information and commitments:

Sequeych fuels Corporation' and Quivira Mining Company have executed a1.

contract which provides that the Quivira Uranium Mill continue to accept
tne Sequcyah Facility's raffinate and fluoride sludges for uranium

i

. _ _ . _ . _ _
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Sequoyah Fuels Corporation 3
'

recovery. The contract remains in effect threugh Decec:bar 1,1992, and
providas fdr yearly extensions for so long as Cuivtra is licensed to -

process source material. If Quivira terminates the contract at its
completion, a portion of the mill will remain operable at en agreed upon
rental rate to handle SFC processing needs. The provisions of the
contract will survive if the mill is transferred to another party.

'

2. Sequoyah Holding Corporation has committed to submittal of the financial -

statements for itself and ' FC within 90 days of December 31, 1988, andS

within 90 days of tha close of each fiscal year thereafter until the tim
that SFC files a decomiss;ioning funding plan.

3. Sequoyah Holding Corporation has cemitted SFC to the submittal of a
decomissioning funding slin pursuant to the new decomissioning rule.
Section 40.36 of 10 CFR 'abt 40, at the time SFC submits a license renewal
applicatien. The license is scheduled to expire September 30, 1990.i

4 Sequoyah fuels Corporationihas an established policy for accruing expense
for waste dispesal projects and decomissioning activities. Upon transfer
of control, SHC intends toj continue this policy. These accruals are based
on units of production or a fixed monthly charge de3:nding cn the nature
of the activity. The balahce of the accounts for 11ese activities appears
as a decomission and reclamation reserve on the SFC balance sheet. The
reserve is funded from working capital and is reduced to reflect costs
related to specific disposal projects and deconraissioning.

1

Conclusions /Recomenda_tions

Based on the above. the staff concludes that the proposed transfer of control
cf Sequoyah Fuels Corporation to Sequoyah Holding Corporation:

a) Is in accordance with requirements in 10 CFR 40.46;

b) Will not have an adverse effect on the public health and safety;

c) Will not change the health ind safety requirements in the license;

d) Will not significantly chan$e onsite management and bperating perscnnel;

e) Is not likely to adversely kffect the comon defense and security based on
statoments and representati6ns of the Purchaser and the requirecents of the
license; ~

j

f) Will provide for the contin 0ed acceptance of the plant's raffinate and
fluoride sludges for uranium recovery at the Quivira Uranium Mill in New
Mexico; j j

~

l

;

I
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Sequoyah fuels Corporation 4

g) Includes th9 acquisition of the Gore facilities and nearby ranches but
not the Cimarron facility, the Wyoming properties, and other previously '

owned SFC properties;

h) Provides a connitment for the submittal of ar,nual financial statements for
Sequoyah fuels Corporation and Sequoyah Holding Corporation;

P

1) Provides a comitment to maintain the reserves for decomissioning and
,

reclamation expenses;

j) Provides a comitment for SFC to submit a decomissioning funding plan at
the time SFC submits a license renewal application.

Based on these conclusions, staff recomends NRC consent to the transfer of
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation to S,aquoyah Holding Corporation subject to the
issuance of a licen:e amendment: and the comitments described in the above
items h) and 1). Furthermore, htaff recomends that item j) b6 made a
condition of the SFC license. '

,

% '. . h W b w ^ y h
/.

W. Scott Pennington V
Uranium fuel Section
Fuel Cycle Safety Branch
Division of Industrial and,

j Macical Nuclear Safety, NKSS

Approved by: b WM |f
George-H. BTdinget._5ection Leader

i

1

F

i

l
|
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POffice of Nuciear Reactor Regulation J
m

%$y -

Q 00cra}c['"*
FR0;i: Robert S. Wood

Policy Development Financial Evaluation Section ~

'/Policy Development and Technical Support Branch g
Program Management, Policy Development p '

__

and Analysis Staff
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

.

SUBJECT: PROPOSED TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP OF KERR-MCGEE'S
GORE FACILITY TO SEQUOYAH HOLDING CORPORATION

As you requested, I have performed a financial evaluation of the proposed
transfer of ownership of the Gore facility of the Kerf-McGee subsidiary,
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation, to Sequoyah Holding Corporation, a subsidiary of ,

General Atomics Corporation.

I. BACKGROUND
,

_

This avaluation-is-based on materialesubmitted by.. officials of and
*

counsel to Sequoyah Holding Corporationpwith.cmphasis -on"the ' balance
sh^EetIda"tsbiiay*31,-1988.and :the> balance 5 sheet and income, statement.. dated

-June ;30r>1988. The June 30 statements vere not part of Sequoyah Holding ;

Corporation's original submission to HMSS but rather were telefaxed
*

directlyetorme > on; August -25,"19880- Information for this financial
evaluation was further supplemented by a conference call on August 29,
1988 among re, Chuca Neyer, an attorney for Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam
and Roberts, counsel to Sequoyah Holding Company, and Reau Graves, Jr.,
President of Sequoyah Holding Company. The purpose of this conference
call was to answer questions on and clarify the May 31 and June 30, 1988 ;

financial statements cited above. (See Appendix A for a list of
questions asked by me in the conference call.)

11. ANALYSIS
& i

M ,

A. Balance Sheets \ >

Reau Graves indicated that the purchase of the Gore and associated i

1.
facilities would be financed by a $5,000,000 direct stock purchase

24922
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plus a $10.5 million ten-year note payable to Kerr-HcGee at an I

intgrest rate within the range available in international financial
warke ts. This would have the effect of increasing the long-term debt
liability on future balance sheet statesents and, in effect, I

increcsing the ratio of capitalization of debt to stockholders'
equity to approximately one to one. That is, other things being
equal, long tera debt wasid increase to approxin3tely $10.8 million
and stockholders' equity would decrease to approximately $13.4
million. This is a reasonably acceptable debt-to-equity ratio, and
is consistent with similar ratios of net worth-to-total Itab.ilities
(less decommissioning reserves) proposed elsewhere in flRC regulations
and guidance for use in parent company guarantees.

2. The current-asset-to-current-liability position reflected in the balance I

sheets is quite strong. As an indication of short-term solvency, current
assets should exceed current liabilities. The minimum acceptable ratio in
NRC's parent company guarantee requirements is 2:1. The May 31, 1988
balance sheet for Gore and related facilitics showed a current ratio of
nearly 4.5. For the June 30, 1988 balance sheet the current ratio .. '

improved to over 5.0, In absolute terms, current assets exceed current
liabilities by nearly $12,000,000.

,

As part of current assets, the Gore and related facilities maintain a
strong cash position, although this in part appears to reflect a
stipulation by buyers as part of the purchase agreement that cash
position be improved.

Another primary component of current assets; accounts receivable, also
appears to be strong. Reau Graves indicated that a recent CitiBank
evaluation of the facility's accounts receivable indicated that they
were all from utilities and had a 30-35 day average maturity term.
Further, there has never been an instance of a bad debt write-off for a
delinquent customer account.

Product inventories account for nearly 30% of current assets. -

Apparently, this line item represents work already under contract and is
analogous to unbilled accounts receivable with a 60 to 90 day term. ;

*

Materials and supplies are shorter term assets used in the production
process. Of all the current assets these are the least liquid (i.e.,
would be tne most difficult to convert to cash on short notice.)
Haterials and supplies represent only about 17% of total current assets ,

and, according to a recent audit by Arther Anderson Co. as indicated by
Reau Graves, are accurately valued. Thus, the overall current asset ,

position of the Gore facility is strong and demonstrates good liquidity.

3. Longer-term assets are carried at book value (which normally means
original purchase price) less depreciation. Because of the limited
number of UF6 conversion plants extant, it is difficult to determine the

.

T

4
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salvago value of U 1 sting fixed assets. Mr. Graves indicated that a ;

plant recently built in Canada using similar processes and of similar t

capacity cast nearly $100,000,000. This suggests Gat, in the event of a
liquidation of the Gore facility and assuming a market for its equipment,
Gere ucald be scme salvage value obtainable. The fixed assets appear to-
be fairly valued according to audits performed during the purchase !

agreement negotiations.

B. Incro;r statement

An, income statencat:for-the .per.iods(unspecified)tendir.g" June-30p1988
uas,. included-with paterial4telefaxee on< August:25 71988. A net
income of approximately $1.43 million was realized on operating
revenues of $11.1 million. However, a significant component of .

operating expenses for the period, the cost of prode-t and material, -

is shown as a negative operating expense (i.e., as a received asset
rather than expense requiring cash outlay). Reau Graves explained
that this included a transfer from Kerr-McGee as part of the
conditions of sale and would not be a recurring item. (However,I
also understand that the material is generally owned by utilities
and thus my not be reflected as a. cost per se. I will have to
clarify this point tvith Reau Graves when he returns to his office.) *

If this negative expense is eliminated (i.e., if cost of product
and material required cash outlay), and other items were equal, a
loss rather than a profit would have been realized.

Depreciation as a non-cash expense contributed nearly'$2.4 million
to cash flow during the period errding June 30, 1988. Although
significant, it might not be sufficient in future years to
compensate for possible cash outlays for cost of product and material.
Of course, an effective management could increase revenues or reduce
other expenses to improve both income and cash flow. ;

III. Conclusions and Recomendations_ .

The balance sheet for the Gore and related facilities appears quite
strong. The excess of current assets over current liabilities appears
sufficient to cover the decoenissioning and reclamation reserves carried
on the liabilities side of the balance sheet. Additional protection is
afforded by the likelihood that significant value still resides in the
salvage value of the fixed assets of the facility. Another positive i

indicator is the relatively strong proportion of stockholders' equity in
Sequoyah Holding Corporation's overall capital structure.

The income statement is less positive, if my understanding of cost of j

product and material is correct. Nevertheless, there;: appears to be 1
'

sufficient sleeway for improvement and climitedepotential" fora losses that~ '

would significantly impair the ability of Sequoyah Holding Corporation to

f
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.pecfo na < nece ssa ryWe comni s s ion i ngVa nd ts'c fiEis t ioFait i v i t i e's?"( Th i s )
assumes 4tha t .the sillr7amill f on r.f,igure.,giveneonathesba lance sheetew.
rj,aloggl ,,g_ep,r,eseA%decornissioning ,and.reclamationecosts. )y

Thaefore, I conclude that, based on the information provided, Sequoyah I.

Holding Corpordtfon is financially qualified to assume the license to
operate the Gore facility. Notwithstanding this conclusion, you may wish !

to consider the following additional safeguards:
i

1. Require Sequoyah Holding Corporation to provide annual balance ;

sheets and income statements certified by a corporate officer.
A statement that these financial statemnts meet generally '

accepted accounting principles should also be required from a
Certified Public Accountant. The first statements should be '-
required at the time the license is transferred.

;

,

2. Ask -for a' guarantee from Sequoyah -Holding Corporation's parent,
Genaral Atomics.Corporationy.for decomissioning-and reclamation

,

expenses. You-indicated <that General-Atomics-would:probably be
-unwill.ingmtordo ,this ccIfethey., refuse, we*.shouldnit. makewan.

issue o bit,rgiven,the relative strength.ofvSequoyah. Holding
.Corporationts.cfinancial.. statements; but it.does<notrhurt torask

provide)1 don!.t believe. this.is.. essential,jiven the .information
aga in.. .

3[dite';sbiit-it: Wo61d'-provids'an added degree of '

t

a,ssurancet- ;

!

.

!

Robert S. Wood
Policy Development Financial

;
Evaluation Section

Policy Development and Technical .

Support Branch i

Program Management, Policy Development
and Analysis Staff

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
:

cc: R. Fonner, 0GC
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Fuel Cycle Safety Branch
Division of Industrial and Medical fluclear Safety % d.y.y'..ALg,. . t, -

'

.

Office of Nuclear Material Safety & Safeguards /6#2. _

/ 60Washington, DC 20555 i .. .

W . ....
Re: License 598-1010; Docket 40-8027 ,,

/ < /,v/V_ V
* #Transfer of Control of Licensee W'|.- ..

| d * '._ 'd &bDear Mr. Rouse:
7]pQ :- ' J n-p . G vf-,

Sequoyah Holding Corporation (" Holding"), a
corporation organized under the laws of the State of
Delaware, hereby seeks the consent of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission ("NRC"), pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954
and the regulations promulgated thereunder, to a transfer of
control of Sequoyah Fuels Corporation ("Sequoyah"), a
corporation organized under the laws of the State of

-

Delaware. Sequoyah presently is a wholl-y-owned subsidiary of
Kerr-McGee Corporation ("Kerr-McGee"), a corporation
organized under the laws of the State of. Delaware. Sequoyah
is the present holder of NRC Source Material License Number
SUB-1010 (the " License"). Holding has entered into an
acquisition agreement with Kerr-McGee, pursuant to which,
subject to the approval of the NRC, Holding will acquire all
of the outstanding stock of Sequoyah.

Holding is a wholly-owned subsidiary of General ^
Atomics ("GA"), a corporation organized under the laws of the
State of California, which is itself a wholly-owned ,

subsidiary of General Atomic Technologies Corporation i

("GATC"), a corporation organized under the laws of the State |
of Wyoming. The capital stock of GATC is owned 79.5% by |

Tenaya Corporation, a corporation organized under the laws of |
the State of Delaware, 20.01% by Linden S. Blue, a United i

States citizen and .49'i. by James N. Blue, a United States
citizen. Tenaya is a holding company for investments of the i

family of James N. Blue. Mr. Blue owns 60.6% of the voting |
'

stock of Tenaya, his wife Anne P. Blue, a Citizen of the
Federal Republic of Germany, owns 18.2b and 21.2% is held in
trust for the benefit of their children. !!oldi ng is not

.

m vmv W. W % 24863 |
7.on nu.a 3.x .

c A susswin or ~% c, ucem ,, r,-
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a foreignowned, controlled or dominated by an alien, ,

corporation or a foreign government. Further information
'

concerning Holding is provided in Appendix A. i

;Holding has simultaneously filed, with the consent
of Kerr-McGee and Sequoyah Fuels Corporation, an application e[6 -

'

for an amendment to the License seeking to delete references j

to Sequoyah's current parent company, Kerr-McGee, to reflect l
'

the new ownership of Sequoyah. As reflected in the letters
from Mr. Randolph and Mr. Luke attached to the application
for amendment, Sequoyah and Kerr-McGee consent to this
request for consent to a transfer of control of Sequoyah.

|

Holding will acquire Sequoyah which owns and
Oklahoma :operates the Sequoyah facility situated near Gore,

and consists of a uranium hexafluoride conversion facility
facility (the "Sequoyah Facility") and ,

and a depleted UF4
the ranches in the vicinity owned by Sequoyah. Holding will j

acquire the Cimarron Facility, the Wyoming properties andnot
other properties which have been owned by Sequoyah and which *

have been transferred to other Kerr-McGee entities.
'!The Sequoyah Facility will continue to be operated

in the same manner as it has been operated; nothing will ichange in the' manner in which Sequoyah, as the licensee,
|conducts its operations and discharges its obligations under

the License. No major changes are anticipated in the on-site
|operating and management personnel of Sequoyah, other than #

that the President of Sequoyah will no longer be an employee
of Kerr-McGee. As set forth in Appendix A, the President of |

'

Mr.both Sequoyah and Holding will be Reau Graves, Jr. ;

Graves is also a Senior Vice President and Director of GA. )

The only other changes will be in the ownership of ,

the stock of Sequoyah and the directors of Sequoyah as set .

|
forth in Appendix A. The oversight responsibilities and
obligations of off-site personnel who are currently employees
of Kerr-McGee will be assumed by employees of GA, as set
forth in the application for an amendment to the License,
filed simultaneously with this request for consent. <

)

Sequoyah currently has numerous contracts with a
number of utilities and other domestic and foreign
corporations. These contracts will remain in place following
the acquisition and will be the basis of Sequoyah's ability

-

j'

to finance its on-going operations and to comply with the

safety and other requirements of the License. Holding will

submit to the NRC copies of audited financial statements for
itself and Sequoyah within 90 days of December 31, 1988, the
close of Holding's and Segu'oyah's fiscal years. Holding and

Sequoyah will submit such financial statements to the NRC
within 90 days of the close of each fiscal year. until the.

!

|(-

- - - . . - i
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time that Sequoyah files with the NRC a decommissioning
funding plan pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 40.36 (as' published in

'
the Federal Register on June 27, 1988). The License is
currently scheduled to expire September 30, 1990. Sequoyah

'

will submit to the NRC a decommissioning funding plan .

'
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. $ 40.36 at the time it submits a
renewal application for the License. .

Sequoyah and Quivira Mining Company ("QMC") have
'

executed a Source Material Toll Milling Contract, dated ;

September 28, 1987 (the " Contract"), which provides that the >

Quivira Uranium Mill continue to accept the Sequoyah
Facility's raffinate and fluoride sludges for uranium '

recovery. The Contract remains in effect through December 1,
1992, and provides for year by year extensions for so long as

~ |
!
'

QMC is allowed to process source material. Sequoyah may
terminate'the Contract at any time; however, QMC may not ;

terminate the Contract until December 1, 1992, and may do so
only if QMC elects to permanently cease the operation of the '

mill. If QMC terminates the Contract, QMC will leave in 1

place such portion of the mill facilities sufficient to i

handle Sequoyah's anticipated processing requirements and the |
parties will mutually agree upon a rental rate for. the ;

continued use of those facilities. The Contract and all its
'

provisions shall inure to the benefit of, and shall be ,

binding upon, the respective parties, their successors and
assigns and, except for the sale or transfer of the mill,
neither party can assign the Contract without the written ;

consent of the other. ;

Sequoyah has established a policy of' accruing -

I
- decommission and reclamation expense for specific waste

disposal projects and decommissioning activities, and intends j

to continue this policy upon transfer of ownership. These
accruals are made based on units of production or a fixed |

monthly charge depending on the nature of the account. The j
sum of the balance of these accounts appears on Sequoyah's j

balance sheet as a Decommission and Reclamation Reserve, As
work is performed on a specific project for which a reserve
has been established, the related expense is funded from
working capital and the balance of the reserve account is
reduced. In the unlikely event the Sequoyah Facility would
be required to decommission prematurely, the related cost.

would be funded from working capital.

Holding requests that the NRC confirm that, at the
time an amendment to the License is issued pursuant to the
application submitted on the same date as this letter,
Kerr-McGee will be released from its obligation to provide
the NRC assurance of proper decommissioning and reclamation
of the Sequoyah Facility, and, that in accordance with that
release, the third paragraph in Chapter 7.5 will be deleted.

_ .- __. _ __ _ _ _ . . - - - . _ ..
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After the NRC has consented to the transfer of
control of Sequoyah and has issued an amendment to the .

License, the transaction will be consummated. Holding will

immediately notify the NRC of the closing.when it occurs. |
;
i

SEQUOYAH !!OLDING CORPORATION ;

,

! MM
^

By o

President [ ;

L

,

|

STATE OF OKLAllOMA )
) *

COUNTY OF SEQUOYAH )
!

O this ~h day of October 1988, before me,
/ 'ih e A nb a Notary Public for the State of :
71

i
,

Oklahoma, personally appeared Reau Graves, Jr. who being duly
!stated that he is President of Sequoyah Holdingsworn,

Corporation, that he has read the foregoing letter to Leland
'

C. Rouse and that the information and statements therein are 4

true and correct to the oest of his knowledge and belief. >
,

,

e Y

Notary Public
?

!

r

!

,

k

1

1
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Docket No: 40-8027 1.

License No: SUB-1010

:

Sequoyah Holding. Corporation ; '-

ATTH: Mr. - Resu Graves., Jr. , President
P. O. Box 610 |

Gore. Oklahoma 74435
|

. . ..

Gentlemen: -
-

.

'

. .

l .

In accordance with your letter dated October 18, 1988, we have reviewed your
request for NRC consent to the transfer of control of Sequoyah fuels Corporation
from Karr-McGee Corporation to Sequoyah Holding Corpration. We understand-
that the >roposed transfer will be a purchase of the outstanding' stock of

,

-

Sequoyah "uels Corporation.

- In your letter, you have stated that there will' be no change to operations or
in the existing conditions of the license affecting health and safety require-
ments and no major changes ferithe current.onsite operating and managernent
personnel . The President of 5

!

,

4rr-HcGee employee, will be r(quoyah.Tuels Corporatten, who is presently aeplaced by an employee of General Atomics. i
Kerr-McGee corporate positionsiwith oversight andsaudit responsibilities will
be assumed by General Atomics c,orporate staff.

Based upon the infomation submittid, we.h' ave detemined that the transfer of lcontrol is in accordance with the provisions of Title 10, code of Federal
Regulations. Section 40.46. V find that there will: be 'no adverse impact on .

the public hedith and safety o(r the comon defense and security as a result of
1

the transfer of control of Sequoyth fuels Corporation by virtue of the change
in stock ownership. Accordingly, pursuant to 10 CFR 40.46. the Comission
hereby consents to Sequoyah Holding Corporation acquiring control of Sequoyah-

- >

Fuels Corporation. The consent is subject to the issuance of a. license amencment l
'

,

and commitments to submit financial statements for Sequoyah Holding Corporation R

and Sequoyah fuels Corporation |and to maintain the deccernissioning and 1
reclamatton reserves. Sequoyah Holding Corporation's comitment for Sequoyah . '

Fuels Corporation to submit e decomissioning funding plan at the time Sequoyah
Fuels Corporation submits a ligense renewal application will become a condition ,

;in the license.

Ely separete letter, a license
corporate oversight is being is(sued prior to the stock transfer.mendment reflecting changes in ownership and

The amendment
will become effective at the t% of stock transfer. We understand that you ),will notify NRC at the time the transaction is consucnated.

|
-

}
.

>.

|

l-
'
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Secuoyah Holdigg Corporation 2 I
i

for your information, a copy of the staff assessment concerning this decision
is enclosed. Ff you should have any questions regarding this matter, please '

contact Mr. Scott Penningten on (301) 492-0693 orceen(301)492-0642..

'

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

~b
Leland C. Rouse, chief
Fuel Cycle Safety Branch
Division of Industrial ande

8 P.edical kuclear Safety, NMSS

Enclosure:
Staff Assessment of Acquisition'

cc w/ancl: Dr. John C. Stautar,

SequoyahFuelsCorp; oration
;

I

|

|

,
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UNITED 8TATt s {*

! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION |
;

{ WASHIN GT ON, D4,30953
!

IN RESPONSE, PLEASE ]:

g% ,,,,, REFER TO: M920317A '

opres or tHs March 27, 1992
SECRETARY

MEMORANDUM FOR: Jameo M. Taylor
Executive Director for op ations

PROMS Samael J. Chilk, Secret .

SUDJECT: GTAFF REQUIREMENTS - B E NC ON STATUS OF
RESTART OF GENERAL ATO C# SEQUOYAH FUELS
FACILITY, 8 : 30 A.M. , TUl'SDAY, MARCH 17, 1992,
COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE ROOM, ONi! WHITE
FLINT NORTH, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND (OPEN TO
FUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

The connission was briefod by the NRC staff, the licensee, and
petitioners (Native Americans for a Clean Environment and the

. Cherckoo Nation of Oklahoma) on the status of restart of the
U. " licanoco'o facility in Gore, Oklahoma. The issues which vero

discussed fall into two categories: a.) solutions to problems
identified in the October 3, 1991 ordor, which therefore are
proconditions to restart and b.) gaps in the current license
which chould be remedied, but not as a precondition to restart.
Based on the discussions at that necting the commission directs
the staff to undertake the following:

1. When and if the staff is prepared to permit restart, taking
into account the results of the OI investigation,'a mono
should be sont to the Commission before restart in
permitted. This nomorandum should announce the staff's
intentions and the rationale behind them. The staff should
consult with the solicitor about incorporating into any
restart dooision a " housekeeping" stay of up to eight
businese dayn.

2. To doal with come of the concerne eXprcGnod about the depth
of understanding and conmitment to changes emplaced at SFC,
the ntaff should consider approving a phased start-up of the
facility, rather than moving directly to full procosn
operation. Thin start-up could be based on appropriate hold
points, at which the staff would observe and ovaluote
performanco of the management and work force in torms'of
compliance with proceduron, adequacy of training, and
managomont awarenens of overall operations. Once the staff
finda performance at a given level of operation to bo

- _ _ . __ _______--- - .
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acceptable, approval could be granted to move to operstionv'

at the next level. SPC has identified the DUF4 facility ao
much a hold point in its March 20, 1992 letter. The otaff

should exploro the feasibility and advisability of this and
other possibin hold points with the licensce.

i 3. To ensure that past commitments t.nd lensont learned have not
been overlooked, the staff should:

1. Beginning with the 1986 incident.at Gore, examine
its own reporte and studies as well as those conducted
by the licensee, for recommendations and lessons
learned that were identified in those reports and >

studies;

11. Identify those recommendations or lessons which are
important but have not been implemented, including any
additional commitments made by the licennee-at the
March 17 briefing (such as those relating to quality
assuranco, training, etc.) ; and

111. Obtain from the licensee written assurances and
schedules for implementation of those recommendations
or lessons which are important but have not been*

implemented. The staff should also establish a
in mechanism for tracking such commitments.

Thoco steps, insofar as feasible, should be completed prior
to restart. If, in evaluating the agency's follow through
on the lessons-learned from the 1986 event, the staff
identifica issues of concern that were overlooked at the.
time, the staff should bring cuch issues to'the Commission's
attention.

4. The staff should pay particular attention tot (1) the
development and full implementation of a formal internal
quality assurance program; and (2) the position of a
dedicated full-time QA manager within tho SFC organizational-
structure. The reliance on augmented oversight for quality
assurance by General Atomics is acknowledged to be an
interim measure while the internal program. matures. Staff
should onauro that offective external and internal programs
emerge. This 10 not a procondition to rootart. j

5. Tho ataff chould communicate with EPA prior to any dociolon
on restart and should also inform the Comminaion of its past
and present interactions with EPA and OSHA regarding SFC,
including considoration of a joint inspection. If

appropriato and feasible, such consideration should include
a joint inopoction prior to restart.

- . -, - . - .
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6. The role of the Plant operations Review committee (Ponc}
nooda elaboration. What will its role bo in the future? If

It has a role, what is needed to esaura it is effective?*

7.a. The staff should ensure that the licensee's commitments for
monitoring and remediating environmental conditions made at
the March 17, 1992 meeting au well as appropriata
requirements for reporting the results of such monitoring
are included in the licenno.

b. The staff, in connection with its review of the license
renoval application, should expsdite completion of the
environmental assessment.

These requiremento are not preconditions for' restart.

8. In the paragrapha marked "(3 )" and "(2)" in its March 19,
1992 letter to the Commission, General Atomico has made
certain financini commitments regarding cleanup of the Gore
site. The staff should make these commitmento legally
binding on Concral Atomics if it is practicable and
advisable to do so.
This is not a precondition to restart.

Finally, with respect to restart issues, the staff should9.
instruct the lice'.cce to continue to make available to the
petitioners doc'^ .:nts sent to the NRC on the same schedule

9* that we roccivo them.

10. The actions in Items 3-9 above are Without prejudice to any
!natter in the pending licenso renoval proconding. They are

included here to addresa any possible concerns about
potential effects of operations, in the event restart 10
nuthorized. i

|
|

.

cc: The Chairman
Co=miecioner Rogers .

Commissioner Curtins |
'

Commissioner Remick |

|con =issioner de Planque ,

OGC !
OCAA i
OIG |

ACRB
PDR - Advance i

DCS - P1-24
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